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ABSTRACT
One hundred a n d thirteen subjects participated in a
study d esigned t o assess the influence of sex role and
confidant ut i l iz a t i on o n adolescent sexual experience,
particu l arly pregn a n c y .
The subjects we r e fro m the community college
population, with a me an age of 19 years.

Subjects were

administered a q u es t ionnaire to determine their level of
sexual experience ( i .e. , virgin, sexually active and using
contraceptives , sex ua l ly active and not using
contraceptives , or p regn a n c y experienced), and to assess
their tendency to confide in others about sex and birth
control .

Subject s we re also asked to complete the Bern Sex

Role Inventory (BSRI ) , which determined their sex role
identificati on (i.e., feminine, masculine, androgynous, or
undif fer ent i a te d ) •
The r e sults suggested a positive relationship between
the u se of con t r aceptives and a greater tendency to
c o nfi de.

Subjects who had experienced a pregnancy also

exh ib ite d a high level of confiding, which was interpreted
a s a result o f exposure to helping professionals.

No significant results were obtained to confirm a
relationship between sex role identification and
adolescent pregnancy, although androgyny appeared to be
positively associated with sexual activity and
contraception.
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INTRODUCTION
Pregnancy in adolescence continues to be of concern
in our society.

The Alan Guttmacher Institute predicted

that more than 1.2 million teenage girls would conceive in
1983; half of these girls would carry their babies to full
term.

Brown (1983) reports the majority of these girls

keep their babies after birth.

In addition, Brown (1983)

stated "four in ten girls who turn fourteen this year will
become pregnant at least once in their teenage years, two
in ten will give birth and more than one in seven will
have an abortion" (p. 1).
These assessments are augmented by evidence of two
demographic trends.

The first trend involves the

increasing pregnancy rate in teenagers, presumably due
largely to the increasing rate of sexual involvement among
teenagers.

During the 1970s, the rate of teenage sexual

activity increased by two-thirds since the 1950s which
resulted in about half of the unmarried teenage girls
having experienced sexual intercourse by the age of 19.
The second trend is that a growing number of the teenagers
deliver their babies as single parents.

It is estimated

that 29% of white teen mothers and 83% of black teen
mothers bear their children out of wedlock.

Sixty percent

of these babies ultimately receive welfare benefits; teen
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mothers constitute the fastest growing group of welfare
recipients (Brown, 1983).
Teenage pregnancy is also the greatest factor in the
female school dropout rate.

Girls who become pregnant

before the age of 18 are only half as likely to complete
their high school education (Brown, 1983).

The

consequences of adolescent pregnancy extend to the
reduction of earning power that results from the failure
to complete high school.

Such economic effects contribute

to poverty that is of ten passed from one generation to the
next (Brown, 1983).

Brown also reports that teen parents

who do marry have "considerably higher rates of marital
dissolution"

(p. 2).

These broad correlates of adolescent

pregnancy have spurred an interest in pinpointing its
causes and formulating preventive measures.
Research approaches and goals vary, as do its
conclusions.

Some approaches are based on the

psychological dynamic that implies an aberration already
exists in the girl's personality that leads her to risk
pregnancy by failing to use contraception while sexually
active.

Theoretically, a resultant pregnancy meets a

psychological need and is consciously or subconsciously
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intentional

(Biele, 1971; Chilman, 1980; Hagelis, 1974;

Inman, 1977; and Segal, 1973).
The findings of Inman (1977) are indicative of the
various and conflicting results generated by studies
concerning the causalities of adolescent pregnancy.

Inman

studied 119 fifteen-to-sixteen year old black girls from
low socioeconomic backgrounds.

The group was divided into

two smaller groups, one composed of never-pregnant girls,
while the other was composed of pregnant girls.

Inman did

not question whether those never-pregnant girls were also
sexually inexperienced .

Inman (1977) hypothesized

differences in personality among girls who were not
pregnant, were pregnant and carrying to term, and those
who were pregnant and chose to abort.

Inman used the

California Personality Inventory (CPI) and the Baucom
Masculinity and Femininity Scales, and an interview with
all 119 girls.

In addition, she utilized the Thematic

Apperception Test (TAT) and the Rorschach in 13 in-depth
studies of both pregnant and never-pregnant girls.
Nonsignificant differences in personality were found
between never-pregnant and pregnant (full-term or
aborting) girls after statistical analysis of the CPI and
Baucom Scales data.

Individual results of the interviews

and on the 13 TAT administrations revealed characteristics
helpful in understanding individual's status but were not
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assessable by the larger group measures.

There were

differences found within the subgroup of 13 aborters and
terms, however.

Aborters were significantly more involved

with a father figure than those girls carrying to term
(Inman, 1977).
Perhaps, if Inman (1977) had controlled for sexual
activity and contraception in her never-pregnant group of
girls, her results would have been more conclusive and
enlightening.

In addition, the data from the 13 in depth

case studies were acquired primarily through the
projective techniques of the TAT and Rorschach, thus it is
difficult to extend the results to the larger group which
was administered only the objective CPI and the Baucom
Scales.
In her 1974 article, Johnson maintains that
psychological explanations have been directed primarily
toward white pregnant girls, and sociological explanations
primarily toward black and other non-white pregnant
girls.

In addition, Johnson contends that no definite

line has been drawn between adolescent pregnancy and
adolescent sexual activity.

She questions the stereotype

of the emotionally disturbed pregnant girl by asking if
girls become pregnant because they are different from
others, or if they are different only because they are
pregnant.

Bernstein (1960) also posed the question as to
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whether the pregnant girl might be having problems as a
result of becoming pregnant.
Nevertheless, there are a variety of studies done and
papers written that attribute responsibility for
adolescent pregnancies to flaws in the pregnant girl's
personality.
(1971).

One such study was conducted by Biele

His sample consisted of 40 women of various ages

presenting themselves for therapy, and all experiencing an
unwanted pregnancy.

Through interviews and the course of

therapy, Biele concluded that the exposure to pregnancy,
and the occasional unwanted pregnancy, is just one more
self-jeopardizing act in the "depressive lifestyle" of the
women.

Without the aid of test instruments, Biele further

concluded that these women showed evidence of "global
personality malfunctions," which consisted of aversion to
influence, unwillingness to give gratification,
vindictiveness, sexual involvement for other than sexual
goals, and concomitant anxiety or hostility . (Biele,
1971).

He implied that women in general who experience an

unwanted pregnancy may be experiencing these "global
personality malfunctions."

It is especially dangerous to

generalize the findings of a small sample which is taken
from a therapeutic setting.

There is no way for Biele to

determine whether the presence of these malfunctions
predisposed the women to unwanted pregnancy or to
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therapy .

He d i d not have a control group of either women

with u nwant e d preg n ancies outside of therapy, or one
matched with n o n - p regn ant females in therapy with "global
personality ma lfu ncti on."

Bi ele's conclusions are based

on information ga th e r ed from interv iews and subjective
impressions fr om therapy sessions, none of which were
statistically analyzed .

Bi e l e 's findings are therefore

difficult to s ub s t a nt ia t e or replicate.

In addition, his

subjects' varian c e in age leads to the generalization of
conclusions acro ss age grou ps t h at may have little in
common other than the c apacity to become pregnant.
Segal (1973) conduc t ed a s t uqy of 165 junior and
senior girls in two h i gh s c hools.

School #1 provided 92

subjects and School #2 prov ided 73.

Both school groups

included girls wh o had been, or were currently, pregnant.
The schools dif f e red i n that School #1 was composed of
girls from l ow socioeconomic backgrounds (black and
white ), whi le Sch ool #2 was composed of girls from middle
class backgr ound s

(black and white).

Segal used the

Rotter Internal-Ex t ernal Locus of Control Scale (I-E
Sca l e ), h ypo t hesi zi ng that externally oriented girls would
b e more likely to become pregnant than those who were
internally oriented.

Segal analyzed the data using chi

squar e analysis, and reached mixed conclusions.

There

were no significant differences between schools, between
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low socioeconomic and middle class, or strictly between
internally oriented and externally oriented girls.

While

none of these groups showed a significantly increased
tendency to become pregnant, Segal did find that black
girls from the low socioeconomic school with internal
locus of control were more likely to become pregnant,
while the internally oriented white middle class girls
were likely to use contraceptives.

Segal viewed both

behaviors as adaptive to the demands of their
environments.

That is, he concluded that it was necessary

to look at the girl's socioeconomic background and
environmental demands as well as her locus of control.
Hagelis'

(1974) results were much more inconclusive

in regards to the degree of internal orientation in
pregnant adolescents.

He hypothesized that pregnant

adolescents would be significantly less internally
oriented than consistent contraceptors.

Using a sample of

21 unwed mothers and 21 unwed contraceptors, Hagelis also
applied Rotter's I-E Scale to measure the degree of
internal orientation (autonomy) •

He found no significant

differences in locus orientation for the two groups
(Hagelis, 1974).

Hagelis also did not find any

significant difference between the two groups concerning
the level of satisfaction and trust in heterosexual and
parental relationships, as measured by the Barrett-Lennard
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Relationship Inventory. Hagelis did find (from interviews
he conducted) that contraceptors were aware of a
significantly greater number of peers who were either
using contraceptives or were pregnant.

The contraceptors

were therefore more apt to be exposed to information about
contraception and the peer acceptance of contraception.
In addition, contraceptors have been able to witness the
consequences of sexual activity without the use of
contraceptives as embodied by their pregnant peers.
Hagelis also found that significantly greater internal
consistency in reporting sexual behavior on the
questionnaire would indicate a greater level of maturity
in the contraceptor and a particular sexual autonomy not
fully tapped by the I-E Scale.
In a review of research findings, Chilman (1980),
concluded that virgins complete the developmental task of
resolving gender identity at an earlier age than pregnant
adolescents.

This earlier resolution has taken place at

an age when sexual intercourse is unlikely to be used as
verification of femininity.

In general, heterosexual

relationships are not emphasized as they are during the
middle and later years of adolescence.

Chilman also noted

similar disapproval of premarital sex by both sexually
active and virgin girls.

She questions the association

between the disapproval of sexually active girls
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(concerning premarital sex), and their own frequent
failure to use contraceptives (Chilman, 1980).

It is not

extreme to interpret a sexually active girl's failure to
use contraceptives as a way to deny her regular
participation, and her irreversible status as a sexually
experienced young woman.
Rains (1971) addressed similar attitudes in her
article on unwed mothers.

She identified failure to use

contraceptives as a culturally derived technique to cope
with the issues of self-respect and moral ambivalence,
which arise at each level of increasing sexual intimacy.
The desired results of the noncontraception are to
neutralize internal disapproval of her sexual activity (by
denying its predictable recurrence), and to allow the girl
to maintain an idealized image of herself.

The girl who

still attempts to maintain a degree of respectability may
risk the possibility of pregnancy rather than submit to
sure loss of reputation that she associates.with
premeditated contraception and sex (Rains, 1971).

Viewed

from this perspective, the news of pregnancy may be
received by the adolescent with a sense of disappointment
(but possibly acceptance) at not having "beaten the odds,"
rather than the pure surprise that others often expect
from the adolescent mother-to-be.

Implicit in this

perspective is that the pregnant adolescent believes that
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it is more respe cta b l e to become pregnant out of wedlock
than it is to be c o mfortable with one's own sexual
activity.
Miller (1973) des c r i bes eight stages of psychological
vulnerability to unwante d pregnancy, three of which may be
applicable to adolesc e nt p re g n a n cies.

The first stage of

vulnerability is during early adolescence when the girl is
semi-fertile.

She must l earn to view her newly acquired

fertility with responsibil i ty, b u t is unsure of when to
begin contraception.

Sta ge t wo b egins when the girl first

becomes sexually active.

Th is stage may coincide (at

least in part) with the fir s t s t age.

Miller believes the

girl must either accept herself as sexually active and use
contraceptives, or attempt t o deny the probability of
sexual activity and r is k pregnancy .

Miller's third stage

may also coincide with t he first two stages.

It evolves

when the girl beco mes inv o lved with one male in a stable,
continuous relationshi p.

The issue of contraception must

be worked out by the cou ple which requires a developed
level of trust and comfortableness with each other.

There

is the added p o ssib i l i t y that the woman may attempt to use
pregnancy as a means to avoid the disruption of the
relat ionshi p (Miller, 197 3 ).
Mi lle r 's d i scussion of the first three stages of
p sycholog ical vulnerability to pregnancy supports Rains'
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(1971) finding, and is in turn supported by Chilman
(1980).

In addition, Miller has emphasized the importance

of each of these stages, and the influence each has on a
girl's decision to use contraceptives.

The impact of

three of these stages occurring simultaneously can only
serve to confuse and pressure the insufficiently matured
or prepared adolescent girl.
Hatcher's (1976) article presented conclusions about
motivations for adolescent pregnancy.

Hatcher notes that

pregnancy in middle adolescence is often an attempt to
gain independence and autonomy from parents; pregnancy in
older adolescence is more likely to result from issues in
the relationship with the male partner (Hatcher, 1976).
It is interesting to note that during early adolescence
when a girl is just discovering the potential hazards and
rewards of human sexuality, she is also being taught the
potential power of her childbearing abilities.

Hoffman

and Wyatt (1960) state that many women view_ childbearing
as the way for a female to establish adulthood.

If this

limited view of female access to adulthood and status is
prevalent among adult women, it is probable that their
younger counterparts attempt to hasten their transition
from dependent daughter to autonomous woman, via
pregnancy.

It is important to recognize the passive
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nature of exposing oneself to pregnancy as an inherently
flawed path to self-determined, autonomous adulthood.
The added stress and social pathologies resulting
from the accelerated role transition are indicative of the
flawed logic underlying adolescent pregnancy (Bacon,
1974).

In his article, Bacon observed the close

association between adolescent pregnancy and a high rate
of marital dissolution.

This would indicate that although

the girl may have the superficial trappings of adulthood
(i.e., baby, husband, home), she is not more prepared for
the responsibilities of adulthood based soley on her
accelerated role transition.
The role of the pregnant adolescent's family of
origin is often examined in terms of socioeconomic status
and the relationship between the parents and the pregnant
girls.

Kantner and Zelnik (1973) concluded that teenage

girls who came from poor homes were no more likely to have
had sexual intercourse than their wealthier _ counterparts.
They cited regular church attendance, rural residence, and
a high level of confiding in parents as influences
lowering the chances of sexual experience.

In contrast,

inner city residence or migrant status were positively
associated with teenage sexual experience.

Kantner and

Zelnik concluded that sociological factors were less
significant in contributing to the occurence of sexual
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activity in white teenagers than it was in black
teenagers.

Kantner and Zelnik based their conclusions on

the data acquired from interviews conducted with 4,611
young women between the ages of 15 and 19.

This national

sample was composed of 2,839 white and 1,401 black
never-married teenagers and 371 married teens.
Herzog (1962) offered a possible explanation for the
greater influence of sociological factors on the sexual
activity of black teenage girls.

She compared the

attitude of poor black pregnant girls to a slavery
orientation:
If you feel - and to a considerable extent
are - the pawn of circumstance, there is little
inducement to planfulness and future
orientation, you make the best you can of the
moment. This lack of autonomy is at least as
native to slavery as to poverty.
{p. 348)
The poor black typically does not have the
multi-generational legacy of autonomy and middle class
propriety that many poor whites have inherited.

It would

appear that when blacks are afforded the advantages of
education, increased income and social status, autonomy
increases and the rate of premature sexual activity and
pregnancies decrease.
Kantner and Zelnik {1973) followed with a similar
study of the contraceptive experience and practices of
1,342 never-married sexually active females between the
ages of 15 and 19.

They concluded that the educational
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level of the gir l's mo t her was of particular significance
in influencing c ontra c e pt i ve practices.

Sixty-two percent

of the girls whose mothers had attended college used
contraception at the ti me of last intercourse.

This is

compared t o 36 .7 % o f those girls whose mothers had only an
elementary educa ti o n .

Howe v er, this trend was less

significant among bl ack g i rls (47.7% from college educated
mothers vs . 41 . 0% from mothers with only elementary
educations) than among wh ite g i rls (63.5% from college
educated mothers vs . 3 4 . 0 % from mothers with only
elementary educations ).

Sixty-one percent of white girls

from families earning mo re than $15,000 a year reported
using contraception at l ast i ntercourse, and one-fourth
reported consistent us e.

Thi s is in contrast to 40% from

families earning l e ss tha n $3,000 who reported the use of
contraceptives at la st i n t e r course, with consistent use by
11% of the contrac ep t ors.

Kantner and Zelnik also

concluded that us e of contraception
frequency of sex .

increas~d

with the

Sev enty -two percent of the unmarried

teenagers having i ntercourse six or more times a month
reported the us e of contraceptives at last coitus.
Kantner and Ze lnik suggest that regular and predictable
sex e ncourage s regular use of contraception, possibly
b e caus e the real and perceived increased risk of pregnancy
r e sults in stronger attempts to prevent it.

In addition,
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Kantner and Zelnik identified college-educated,
19-year-old girls as having the highest levels of
contraceptive use {74.8% of those interviewed used
contraceptives at last intercourse).
Kantner and Zelnik (1973) have succeeded in
pinpointing some of the demographics of teenagers likely
to use contraceptives if deciding to become sexually
active.

However, the accrued demographic data and

responses to questions about contraceptive experience do
not address the underlying attitudes of such demographics
and experience.

Also neglected are the teenager's

resultant psychological processes that enable her to
either avoid sex or to use contraceptives.

It can be

interpreted that girls who are well educated, and whose
parents are well educated, expect more from life than an
early pregnancy and its inherent disadvantages.

Also

possible is the positive influence of a female role model
{mother, professor) who was less likely to have
experienced teenage sex or pregnancy herself, and who has
demonstrated that women are capable of achieving more in
life {via education) than having babies at a young age.
These positive influences would foster a greater sense of
self-determination and autonomy in a teenage girl.
Kantner and Zelnik's finding of increased use of
contraception as age increases, is a reaffirmation of the
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belief that contraception is the behavior of mature,
autonomous persons.
DeAmicis, Klerman, Hess, and McAnarney (1981) reached
some conclusions in contradiction with those of Kantner
and Zelnik (1973).

DeAmicis et al.

(1981) compared the

frequency of a variety of psychosocial stressors and
demographic data between a group of never-pregnant girls
and another of pregnant girls.

The majority of the

subjects were black urban residents consisting of 44
pregnant girls M(age)=lS.73 at time of impregnation; M
(grade level)=9.88; M (months pregnant)=4.7) and 15
contraceptors recruited from a birth control clinic (M
(age)=lS.75; M (grade level)=l0.20).

All subjects

underwent a 30-minute interview designed to elicit
demographic data, sexual history, contraception and
pregnancy attitudes and future plans.

The questions

concerning pregnancy were posed in an hypothetical sense
to the contraceptors.
used to determine

Analysis of variance_ {ANOVA) was

~ignif icant

differences between the data

derived from the pregnant and non-pregnant groups.

No

significant differences were found between groups in
regards to broken homes, occurrence of life crises, mother
of girl experiencing illegitimate pregnancy, or sexual
promiscuity.

Although there was no significant difference

in the level of contraception knowledge, there was a
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significant difference in the use of contraceptives.

A

"greater proportion" of non-pregnant girls used, or
planned to use, contraceptives in the future.
The DeAmicis et al.

(1981) study is limited in scope

due to its small, unbalanced sample (almost three times as
many pregnant as never-pregnant girls), and the
restrictions of a 30-minute interview.

The study did

uncover the intriguing information about the reluctance of
pregnant girls to use contraceptives in the future.

It is

possible that to admit to such plans would be tantamount
to admitting unhappiness over the current pregnancy,
thereby causing emotional conflict in the girl.
In a study conducted by Shah and Zelnik (1981), the
conclusion is reached that teenagers who followed their
parents' views were less likely to have premarital sex or
use contraceptives.

An additional and conflicting

conclusion was that those same teens were more likely to
use contraceptives consistently than their counterparts
not sharing their parents' beliefs.

The sample was

composed of 2,193 young women between the ages of 15 and
19.

Of this sample, 1,901 had never married and 292 had

been, or were, married.

The sample included 702 blacks

and 1,491 whites (and non-whites not black).

The subjects

were asked to complete a questionnaire which asked whether
their beliefs on premarital sex, abortion, making money,
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going to col l e g e , and career plans, were more like their
parents ' views o r thos e of t he subjects' friends.

No

attempt was made to ac q uire firsthand information about
the parents ' beliefs .

Shah and Zelnik concluded that

50.5% of the women who shared the premarital sex views of
their parents participated i n premarital sex.

In

addition, 69% of the y o ung wo me n who believed that
premarital sex is unacceptab le had views reflecting their
parents ' .

These percentage s woul d appear to support the

belief that young women who view premarital sex as
unacceptable are in concur rence with their parents, but
little else is indicated .

Th e hypothesis that children

acquire standards from their p a re nts is not new, but Shah
and Zelnik ' s study did litt le to provide documented
support for its relevanc e to t eenage pregnancy.
Barglow , Bornstein , Exum, Wright, and Visotsky (1968)
conducted a survey of 78 pregnant black girls ranging in
ages from 11 to 16 ye a rs old (M=14.0).

The girls were

from low socioeconomic backgrounds and averaged five
months into their pregnancies.

Barglow et al.

administered surveys covering the etiology of the
pregnancy , and the g i rl's attitude toward pregnancy,
motherhood, sex and h e r parents.

The data were subjected

t o c hi squ are te sts to identify significant differences
(from chance).

Their conclusions were:

poor
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communication b etween t h e girl and her parents (especially
the mother) ; the g ir l's f e elings of familial estrangement;
and early heterosexua l a ctivity contributed to adolescent
pregnancy {Bargl ow e t a l . 196 8 ).
Unfortunately , Barglow e t al.

(1968) did not provide

a control group o f n on-pr e g nant girls with matching
demographics.

Their me tho d s do not eliminate the

possibility that their d escriptions of contributing
factors are not appli cab le to the majority of adolescents
(pregnant or not ) str u ggl i ng for identity and familial
independence.
Falk, Gispert, a nd Baucom {1981) compared 55 black
pregnant teenage girl s wh o were completing pregnancies
(Terms) to 67 never - p r e g n ant girls (Controls), and 48
girls terminating p r egna n cy through abortion (TA's).

Falk

et al. used homoge neo u s g roups to avoid considering
extraneous causes .

The California Personality Inventory

(CPI) and a semi -s t ructu red 90-minute interyiew were used
to acquire in f ormation about each girl's personality, self
image , socia l s en s e and r elationships with her family and
boyfriends .

Thes e data were gathered either before

deliv ery (Te r ms), or before undergoing abortion (TA's).
Th ese da ta were then subjected to a chi square test to
d etermine significant differences among groups.

Falk et

al. conclude d that Terms do not become pregnant to rebel,
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but in an effort t o acqu ire status.

They are not only

attempting to fil l a v oi d , but are also attempting to
demonstrate that they a re women by assuming the mother
role.

These girls have l e arned that having a child is the

way to display maturity a nd readiness to become an adult.
While Terms are probably n ot pregnant as a result of
getting emotionally and s e xually i n volved with a male
against her better judgment , TA's are not as aware of what
hey are getting involved in , and scored lower on
self-control than either Terms or Controls.
Once again the concl usi on has been drawn that females
view pregnancy and motherho od as conditions that, in and
of themselves, change adole s cen t girls into women.

As

mentioned earlier , this v i ew is common to adult women as
well, and has been passed f r om one generation to another.
When taken a step further, it is not extreme to say that
society tends to cons i d er motherhood as the single most
influential event that causes a female to give up her
"girlish ways " and sett le down to a life of predictable
and responsible b ehavio r .

The responsibility for a

child ' s wel l-being is weighted with female adult status in
a way that p u rsuing a career still is not.

Young women

are often no t g i ve n cred i t for being responsible for their
own liv es un t il they "prove" their trustworthiness by
t aking o n the r esponsibility of another (infant) life.
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In a 1978 article, Schinke interprets the results of
recent studies by saying that adolescents risk pregnancy
"not by any form of pathology, moral or otherwise, but by
a unique covergence of factors which are 'normal' to the
lives of many:

(p. 408).

Schinke's statement not only

contradicts the conclusions of any researcher who attempts
to pinpoint particular personality characteristics unique
to pregnant adolescents, but implies a need to consider
the combination and timing of a variety of common
psychological, sociological and situational variables that
as a whole contribute to adolescent pregnancy.

The

stereotype of the socially and psychologically "deviant"
pregnant teenager is rejected by Schinke.
Stewart (1981) states more specifically in her
article that not only are pregnant adolescents not
deviant, but they are so well socialized that they have
"immersed" themselves in the touted female role in a given
situation.

Stewart therefore describes adolescent

pregnancy as the product of a restrictive coping mechanism
or approach to life situations,
the feminine stereotype).

(i.e., identifying with

The "given situation" could be

a life crisis (i.e., loss of a loved one), acute pressure
for sexual activity by a boyfriend, or any number of
ongoing pressures common to adolescence such as definition
of future goals, insecurity about physical attractiveness
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or conflicts with parents about strivings for
independence.

Instead of responding to these pressures in

an assertive, autonomous manner, the pregnant adolescent
reverts to what she knows best (and what she was probably
taught all her life):

The feminine behavior of

submissiveness, circuitous problem solving (or the
manipulation of others to solve problems for her),
aligning with a male protector (the putative father) in
her attempt to free herself from her parent's domination
or to determine her future, or viewing motherhood as her
avenue to adult status.

The pregnant adolescent has

attempted to bypass the turmoil of adolescence, but has
only succeeded in distracting herself for a while.

The

issues remain unresolved and are now compounded by the
pressures of motherhood and possibly marriage.

Moreover,

the comparatively insulated and responsibility-free
environment of a parent's home is potentially no longer
available.
In her review of the research conducted during the
1970s, Chilman (1979) bluntly states that "feminine" types
are poorer users of contraceptives that girls who do not
restrict themselves to conventional sex roles.

Adler

(1981) points out characteristics consistently found to
relate to effective use of contraceptives:

a sense of

self competence, efficacy, control, esteem, autonomy,
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achievement o ri enta t ion, and greater acceptance of one's
own sexuality .
As it is , t he above mentioned characteristics are
more readily identif ied as masculine traits, or at the
very least, androgyn o us {Adler, 1981).

Again, society's

message is that to be feminin e is to be passive and
dependent, while research fi n d ings indicate that to be
passive and dependent is t o i nc r ease the chance of
adolescent pregnancy (Chilma n , 1979).
Douvan and Adelson (1966) assert that girls may begin
to realize the lack of s o ci e t al status and limited life
options available to female s b y t h e sixth grade, and
become underachievers by high school.

This view is

supported by Klerman (1975 ) who believes girls are still
presented with the role o f mo t her as being the most
meaningful and do not c o n sid er it worthwhile to advance
themselves academica ll y o r career wise.

Partoll (1981)

also states that girl s are still being reinforced
primarily for nurturance and expressiveness, not for
autonomous or instrumental behavior (as are boys).
In addition, Go tt schalk, Titchener, Piker, and
Stewart (1964 ), Barglow et al.

(1968) and Klerman (1975),

al l menti o n the e arlie r onset of menarche (before, or at,
age 12 ), and /o r e arly heterosexual activity (before age
1 6 ), as pre sent significantly more often in the histories
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of pregnant a dol e sc e nts.

It would follow that the younger

a girl is when she experiences these sexual milestones,
the more apt she is t o be less defined as an individual
and therefore more easil y i n fl u enced by expectations from
her peer group, family o r society.

If the overwhelming

message is to be grown up a nd feminine (i.e., nurturant,
passive, dependent and atta ched to a male), the chances
are incrased that she will expos e herself to adolescent
pregnancy.
With so many females being schooled in the feminine
stereotype, it would seem logic al that increased feminine
characteristics would be v i ewed as valuable and
psychologically healthy .
Rosenkrantz and Vogel

Braverman, Braverman, Clarkson,

(1970) d id no t find this to be the

case when conducting a stud y with mental health
professionals.

Braverman e t al. enlisted 46 men and 33

women psychiatrists , p s y chologists and social workers, and
asked them to indicate d e sirable characteristics for
males, females and ad ul t s
questionnaire.

(three groups) from 122-item

The r esul t s were subjected to Chi Square

analysis which reve al e d no significant difference between
the men ' s and wome n's responses.

More "masculine" traits

were c onsidered to be healthy "adult" traits than those
listed as "feminine."

Braverman et al. conclude:

Such inna t e drives (toward
se lf-actualization, toward mastery of the
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environment, and toward fulfillment of one's
potential) are in conflict with becoming
adjusted to a social environment with associated
restrictive stereotypes. Acceptance of such a
notion, then, places women in the conflictual
position of having to decide whether to exhibit
those positive characteristics considered
desirable of men and adults and thus have their
"femininity" questioned (be deviant in terms of
being a woman ) ; or to behave in the prescribed
feminine manner, accept second-class adult
status, and possibly live a lie to boot (p. 6).
If the practicing body of mental health professionals
view "feminine" characteristics as less than healthy or
adult, it is understandable that their research
counterparts would consider pregnant adolescents as
deviant, pathological and immature.

As has been noted,

pregnancy and motherhood are considered by many to be the
supreme proof of femininity.

Indeed, what could be more

passive or dependent than being shaped and governed by an
unborn child?

In addition, there is the requirement for

solicitous attention and support (at times financial as
well as emotional) from professionals and relatives during
the course of pregnancy and delivery.

For an adult female

to knowingly place herself in this dependent position as a
means of accomplishing the goal of motherhood and
procreation is acceptable and even admirable to most
people.

However, for an adolescent female to place

herself in this dependent position in an attempt to gain
adult status, prove her femininity or rebel against her
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parents , is indicative of the ineffective feminine
behavior s o ciety is still promoting.
The research devoted to identifying factors
contributing to adol e scent pregnancy has varied
considerably in approac h and conclusion.

Individual

studies have typical l y foc u sed on one or more of the
following areas:

devi an t p ersonal i ty characteristics;

socioeconomic disadvantages ; and pathological family
relationships .

Research methods have included opinion

surveys concentrating o n s e xual and motherhood attitudes,
demographic data questionn ai res, personality inventories,
and interviews covering s elected t opics.

As a rule, the

results have been analyzed i n a n effort to pinpoint
deviancies in the pregnant g i r ls personality and/or
environment.

The assumption has generally been that she

is markedly different fro m the non-pregnant adolescent
female and therefore devi ant from the female adolescent
norm.

However , when the results and conclusions of one

study are compared t o those of another, they are commonly
contradictory and confusing t o those who would hope to
apply the information to the prevention of adolescent
pregnancies .
The a lterna t ive exists that deviations in
p ers o na lity, family, life stressors and socioeconomic
s tatus ar e not, in and of themselves, determining factors
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of adolescent pregnanc y.

Instead , it may be more

productive to examine the manner i n which the pregnant
adolescent has learned to c o pe with life.

In particular,

her perceptions of her own capa b ility t o respond to
stressors in an assertive, e f fec t ive manner (as opposed to
a passive, ineffective, "feminine " manner) may be crucial
to the avoidance of adole s cent pr egnan cy.
Statement of the Problem
It has been suggested by a number of researchers that
"feminine types"

(i . e . , p a s sive, dependent, submissive)

are more likely to engage in sexual intercourse and are
less likely to use contracept i v es, thereby increasing the
risk of pregnancy.

This rese arc h p r imarily examined 1)

adolescent pregnancy, and 2 ) t he role of a confidant in
avoiding adolescent pregna n c y .

While there is a scarcity

of empirical support f or the latter association, various
studies have propos e d tha t the absence of a confidant may
be a factor in ado le sc e nt pregnancy.
The primary hypo thesis is that a significantly
greater number o f 1 ) p r e gnancy experienced, and 2)
sexually active , non-contracepting, and never-pregnant
fema l e a d o le scents score in the High Femininity range and
the Low Ma s culinity range on the Bern Sex Role Inventory
(BSRI) t han ei t her the 3) virgin or 4) sexually active,
c ontracepting female adolescent.

Encompassed in this
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hypothesis i s the expe ctation that the 1) pregnancy
experie n ced , a nd t h e 2) sex ually active,
non - contracept i ng , never-pregnant adolescents do not
display signif i c a nt d iffe rences from one another.
The second hypothesis is that a significantly greater
number of 1) preg na n cy experienced and 2) sexually active,
non-contracepting , nev e r-pregnant female adolescents more
often report the a bsence of a confidant than 3) virgin or
4) contracepting fema le adolescents.
In addition, th e re l at i onship between the results of
the virgins and tho s e u si n g contraceptives were examined
as a matter of intere s t.

METHOD
Subjects
Total number of s ub j ects was 119 females, 18 or 19
years old (M=19 years , 0 months) attending social science
classes at Valencia Co mmunity College.

At the conclusion

of the data collection , s ix subjects were eliminated on
the basis of marita l statu s

(one had been previously

married, one was currentl y married); religion (one was
Buddhist); and three i n complete protocols, rendering them
unscorable.

The remaining 113 subjects were either of a

Christian denomination , or did not specify a religious
orientation (41 of the subj ec t s were Catholic, 36%; 64
were Protestant, 57% ; a n d 8 s t a t ed no religious
affiliation, 7% ).
Participation in the study was strictly voluntary and
the classes samp l ed wer e informed of the age and gender
restrictions.

Da t a were collected over a period of 12

weeks , with a thr ee-week semester break during the first
four weeks .
Procedures
Fema l e s volunteering for the study were asked to
re main in the classroom, while the other students were
excus e d 15-20 minutes earlier than was usual.
29

At that
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im e ,

h e inst ru cto r a ls o d e parted the classroom.

The

v o lun e ers (group size ra nge d from 1 to 8) were asked to
eave a

leas

one desk e mp ty o n all sides to allow for

rivacy and encourage c an did n ess.

Volunteers were handed

he Information and Co nsent From (Appendix A), along with
he

ue s ionnaire (Appendix C) and the Bern Sex Role

nve

o

(BS I)

a lo ed

(Appen d ix E ) .

o read

Sufficient time was

he Informati o n portion and to arrive at a

a

ic i a ion decision .

o

a r i ci ate af er re a di ng the Information portion.

T ose
o

ho c h os e
on .

o

e

Th y

sed

o

he

hich

he

e re also a ske d t o prov ide a phone number
hem for a retest on the

The s ubject s' phone numbers were attached

o ocols u nt il t he completion of the study, at
im e

Co s e n

o conti nue were asked to sign the consent

o con ac

o n air e .

A to t al of three women chose not

hey

~ ere

di s c arded.

The Information and

forms were de t ached from the protocol, rendering

ro oco l ano n y mo us.
Af e r the subject s had signed the Consent form, a
e

orien ati on (s ee Appendix B) was presented orally to

each sma ll g ro u p .

Th e subjects then completed the

pro oco l s a n d submitted them to the examiner while exiting
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the classroom.

Each protocol was immediately placed in a

briefcase to avoid exposure to the other subjects.
Two retest sessions were held, for purposes of
assessing reliability.

An average of three weeks lapsed

between initial testing and the retest.

The retest

participants were asked to read the information portion
again, and to provide their telephone numbers in the
consent portion.

This allowed the retest results to be

matched with the initial test results.

The participants

were read the first paragraph and last line of the
orientation (See Appendix B), after which responded to the
questionnaire.

When completed the subjects handed their

materials to the examiner and left the classroom.

This

was the last contact made with the subjects for the
purpose of the study.
Qualified subjects were divided into four groups,
according to sexual behavior (as reported on the
questionnaire).

Sexually inexperienced (V) females

constituted one group (n=41); those who were sexually
active, never pregnant and using contraceptives, more than
half of the time during intrrcourse (C) , comprised the
second group (n=33); females who were sexually active, and
not using contraceptives during intercourse half of the
time or less (N), constituted a third group (n=26); and
the fourth group (n=13) contained females who had
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experienced pr e gnancy in the past and were not currently
pregnant (P) •
Instruments
A questionnaire (see Appendix C) was developed for
this research in an ef fort to screen for demographic
variables, identify the l e v el of sexual experience, and
determine the tendency to confide in others about sex and
birth control .

Each numbered item had five possible

responses which c a rri ed numerical weights ranging from 1
to 5, according to frequ e n c y of occurrence.

These weights

are noted on the Question n aire Scoring Instructions (see
Appendix D), and were not known b y the subjects.
Subjects claiming no his t ory of sexual intercourse (a
score of 1 on item 4), we re given the "V"

(virgin)

designation when scor ing t he Questionnaire.

The "N"

(non - contraceptive) g r o up consisted of subjects
ackno ledging:

1) a his t o ry of sexual intercourse (a

score of 2, or higher, on i t e m 4); 2) reported using
contraceptives during i nterc our s e only half of the time or
less (a score o f 3 or less on item 6); and 3) had never
been preg n ant (a sc ore o f 1 on item 7).

Group "C"

(contra c e ptive ) were those who reported 1) a history of
sexua l intercourse; 2) claimed to use contraceptives
du r ing intercourse more than half of the time (a score of
4 or 5 on item 6); and 3) had never been pregnant.
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Subjects reporting a history of pregnancy (a score of 2 or
higher on item 7) were considered members of the P
(pregnancy experienced) group regardless of their stated
use of contraceptives.
Additional questions pertaining to potential or
actual sexual situations were included to provide
additional information about the decision making employed
by the subjects, but which was not utilized in the present
study.
A "confidant score" was derived from the combined
numerical weights achieved on items 12 and 13 (Appendix C)
which assessed the tendency to confide in someone about
"sexual matters" and "birth control."

(e.g., the higher

the score, the greater the tendency to confide).
scores were used in later analyses.
from 2 to 10.

These

The scores ranged

Additional questions were included to

describe the confidant(s) utilized by the subjects.

It

was possible for more than one identifier to apply to the
confidant(s) chosen by the subjects.

A final question

concerning the subjects' goals for higher education was
presented to gain insight to the subjects' level of
personal ambition; the results of which were examined as a
matter of interest.
In an effort to test the reliability of the
questionnaire, 13 subjects completed the questionnaire a
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second time , an a ve rage of t h ree weeks after the first
administration .

Obta i n i ng subjects for retesting proved

to be more difficult tha n a cqu i ring "first-time"
subjects.

Availability o f e mp t y c l assrooms was limited,

and subjects often had work obliga tions, other classes, or
were otherwise unavailable durin g the time scheduled.

The

subjects were contacted by t el e p h o n e , using the telephone
numbers provided.

As no names were asso c iated with

protocols, the experimenter a ske d to speak to "the young
woman attending Valencia Community College."

If she was

present, the experimenter id e nti fied herself and stated
the date, time, and classroom fo r the retes t .

No attempts

were made to persuade anyone relucta nt to appear for the
retest.

If the subject was not ava i lable to go to the

telephone, the researcher l e ft her name and telephone
number.

When, and if, the subjec t returned the call, the

information was imparted a t t h at time.

The experimenter

did not explain the natur e o f the study to anyone other
than the subject her s elf (Ap pendi x A) •

After telephone

calls to over 75 sub j ect s , 13 subjects actually
participated in the q u e s ti onn a i re retest.

The retest

subjects i n c l ude d females from all four groups of sexual
exp erie nc e, r eligious p r eferences, and ethnic groups.
p a i r s o f confidant scores were subjected to correlation

The
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analysis (Pearson's r Coefficient).
.64,

E

The results r(ll)

=

<.01 were indicative of a positive relationship

between the first and second sets of questionnaire
confidant scores (Table 1).
The BSRI (Appendix E) was devised by Bern (1974) as a
60 item paper-and-pencil instrument which attempts to
distinguish between Masculine (High Masculinity - Low
Femininity) Feminine (High Femininity - Low Masculinity);
Androgynous (High Masculinity - High Femininity); and
Undifferentiated (Low Masculinity - Low Femininity)
individuals.

The BSRI consists of 20 traits classified

masculine, 20 character istics considered feminine, and 20
neutral items which are included as a social desirability
index.

Subjects are instructed to rate themselves on each

characteristic using a seven-point scale ranging from (1)
"Never or almost never true," to (7) "Always or almost
always true"

(Bern, 1974).

The BSRI was standardized on an

undergraduate student population that

inclu~ed

571 males

and 356 females from Stanford University and Foothill
Community College in California (Bern, 1974).
Some researchers (Spence, Helmreich, & Stapp, 1975;
Strahan, 1975) challenged Bern's original (1974) employment
of a subtractive index (Masculinity score minus Femininity
score), noting that it stressed the proportional balance
of sex role characteristics while it ignored the absolute
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TABLE 1
CONFIDANT SCORE RELIABILITY

Subject
1
2
3

6

5
3
8

6
6
4

5

9

6
7
8

5

10
8
4

6
6

6
6

10
11
12
13

5
8
5

5

4

r

Score (N = 13)
Test
Retest

df = 11
= .64, p < .01

9

7
6
6
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number of items e n d orsed in each scale.

Bern (1977) heeded

these criticisms a nd devi sed the median-split scoring
system, which remedies the p roblem.

The median-split

scoring system entai l s o b tai n i n g a raw score by adding the
ratings for the 20 traits (each ) in the Masculinity and
Femininity scales.

Ea c h r a w score is divided by 20 for a

derived score (range o f 1. 0 to 7.0).

The derived score of

5.0 was used as the medi a n s c o r e on the Masculinity scale,
and 4.9 was used as the me d ian Femi ninity score (Appendix
F).

LaFrance and Carmen (1980) have endorsed the use of

such constant median sc o r es , rather than the sample median
the Bern (1977) utilizes.

Be rn (197 4 ) conducted a

es -retest with 28 male s and 2 8 females fro m her
normative sample.

The s cores from the first and second

test administrations were analyzed by product-moment
correlations which revealed the BSRI to be a "highly
reliable" instrument (Masculin i ty r(54)
r(54)

=

. 90; Socia l Desirability r(54)

= .90; Femininity

=

.89).

Gaudreau

(1977) considered the v alidity evidence on the BSRI to be
"promising, " after h av ing factor analyzed the instrument.

RESULTS
Sexua l Behavior and Sex Roles
Of the 11 3 sub j ects, 41 (36%) reported they had no
The

v group was

the largest of the f o ur g roups (see Table 2).

There were

history of sexual intercourse (V group) •

33 (29%) subjects who a c knowledged sexual activity and the
use of contraceptives mo r e than half of the time during
intercourse (C group) •

The third group (N) was composed

of 26 (23%) females who r eported having sexual intercourse
with the use of contracept ives h alf of the time or less.
The fourth group (P) con sisted of 13 females (12%) who had
experienced pregnancy .

Thr ee h a d experienced two

pregnancies which ended in abortion; six had each been
pregnant and aborted o n ce; three had experienced one full
term pregnancy and d elivery; and one had experienced one
pregnancy that resulted in miscarriage.
The entire s a mp l e

(113 subjects) was analyzed for

evidence of a re l at i o ns hi p between sex role identification
and sexual exper i e nc e .

The 4 (sex role) X 4 (sexual

experience ) chi square analysis resulted in no significant
2

differen ces X (9)=6.78, p > .05.
Whe n examined from the perspective of sexual
exper i e nc e and feminine identification, V's were the
s ignificantly largest proportion (40%), as opposed to the
38
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TABLE 2
DISTRIBUTION BY SEXUAL EXPERIENCE (N=113)

Sexual Experience*

-n

% of N (Rounded)

v

41

36

c

33

29

N

26

23

p

13

12

*V= virgin; C = sexually active and using
contraceptives more than half of the time during intercourse; N = sexually active and using contraceptives half
of the time or less during intercourse; P = history of
pregnancy.
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C,
X

2

a nd P groups , to identify with the feminine sex role,

< . 02 (see Table 3).

( 3 )=11 . 10, p
Conf ida n

Utilization and Sexual Behavior

t o -wa y A OVA (sexual experience and sex role) was
erfo r med on
significa n
sexual

h e confidan t

scores.

There was a

d i fference identified for the main factor,

ehav i o r, F(3 , 97)

=

2.82, p < .OS (see Table 4).

Pos - hoc pro te c e d t - tests established that significant
diffe ences ex i sted between the C group and the N group,
_

(S7)

= 2 . 98 , E

significan
endency
sig i

< . OS .

The N and P groups also exhibited

di ff e renc e , t(37)
o co nfid e .

ican 1

< .OS, in their

The C and P groups were both

mo re likely to confide than the V group,

< • 01 ; and t ( S 2) = 2. 3 8 , p < • 01,

(72 ) = 2 . 5 3 , £
r es ec i v e l

= 2.792, p

.

The N and V groups demonstrated no

sign if i cant differences in their tendencies to confide,
( 6 S)

=

. 76 , E

> .OS.

The C and P groups also did not

exhi bit significant differences in their tendencies to
confid e ,

(44)

=

.Sl, .E

>

.OS.

Sex role was the second factor examined by the
two -wa y ANOVA.

There were no significant differences

b e tween sex role groups, F(3,97)
tendencies to confide.

=

1.S8, p

> .OS in their

The interaction between sex role

and sexual experience (regarding confidant scores) was
also not significant, F(9,97)

=

.70, p

> .OS.
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41
36

9
7
41

Androgynous

Undifferentiated

33

4

13

1

15

n

-

c

29

24

14

13

27

%

26

4

7

3

12

n

-

N

24

24

21

37

22

%

13

2

4

1

6

n

-

p

I

33

8

55

n

12

15

29

7

49

%

To ta l

12 I 17

12

13

11

%

I

*V = virgin; C = sexually active and using
contraceptives more than half of the time during intercourse; N = sexually active and using contraceptives half
of the time or less during intercouorse; P = history of
pregnancy.

TOTALS

37

3

Masculine

40

22

Feminine

%

n

-

Sex Role

v

SEXUAL EXPERIENCE *

DI STRIBUTION BY SEXUAL EXPERIENCE
AND SEX ROLES

TABLE 3

~

I-'
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TABLE 4
MEAN CONFIDA T UTILIZATION SCORES BY SEXUAL EXPERIENCE

Sexual Experience*

n

M Confidant Score

v

41

5.68

c

33

6.94

26

5.27

13

7 . 29

p

*V = virgin; C = sexually active and using
con racep ives more than half of the time during inter course ;
= sexually ac ive and using contraceptives half
of he ime , or less, during intercourse ; P = history of
pregnancy .
F (3, 97)

= 2.82,

p

<

. 05
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Sex role groups were examined for tendencies to be
sexually active or not sexually active as a point of
interest.

A 4 (sex roles) X 2 (sexually active or not

sexually active} chi square resulted in no significant
differences between groups,

2

X (3)

= 1.66, £ >

.05.

However, androgynous females were found to be
significantly more likely to be sexually active than not
2

sexually active X (1)

=

6.82, p

< .01.

DISCUSSION
Sexual Behavio r and Sex Roles
It had been hypothesiz e d that N and P groups would
have a significantly g reater proportion of members
identifying with the feminin e sex role than would the
and C groups .

v

However, no s i g nificant differences were

found between V, C , N a nd P groups regarding proportions
of feminine members (se e Ta bl e 3).

It appears that

feminine identification i s t oo prev alent across groups
(49% of total sample were femin i n e) to predict sexual
behavior, although the degr e e o f feminine identification
may be worth investigating.

Th e fact that V and C groups

had higher proportions (within g r oups) of feminine types,
may be a result of the l a r ge r number of subjects within
these groups.

It i s probable that larger N and P groups

would have exhibite d a simila r distribution.

The

difference in mean f e minine scores between N and P groups
may be the result of environmental or situational demands
on P subjects t o b ec ome more instrumental (masculine) and
less feminine .

Th e effects of crisis resolution (handling

of the pregna n cy) , facing upset parents and/or boyfriend,
and t h e r es ul t ing need to take preventive measures are
li k e ly to have an impact, possibly one encouraging less
p a ssivi ty (f emininity) and more instrumentality regarding
44
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birth control.

In further support of this notion, 9 out

of 13 P subjects responded that they are protected more
than half of the time during sexual intercourse.

While

the question was not specifically pre-or post-pregnancy,
it is probable that contraception increased after an
unplanned pregnancy .

To support this idea, P and c

feminine scores showed greater similarity than P and N
scores {see Table 5).
Ideally , a longitudinal study conducted with young
(14- and 15 - year-old) adolescents without histories of
sexual intercourse could give clearer results.

Although

his might entail some simplification of BSRI description,

(e.g., " sneaky " rather than the present "sly"), it

would avoid considering the after effects of contraception
and pregnancy resolution on self-image (and therefore
measured sex role identification) at the onset of the
study.

It would, however, be interesting to see how

influential those later experiences might be on sex role
identification.
Confidant Utilization and Sexual Behavior
The second hypothesis regarded the use of a confidant
as a factor in sexual experience.

In particular, it had

been predicted that P's and N's would be less likely to
have had a confidant than V's and C's.

However, the P's

had a higher confidant score mean than the N's.

It was
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TABLE 5
MEAN FEMININE SCORES BY SEXUAL EXPERIENCE (N=113)

Sexual Experience*

....
*V = virgin;

n

M

v

41

5.27

c

33

5.40

N

26

6.20

p

13

5.23

C = sexually active and using
contraceptives more than half of the time during intercourse; N = sexually active and using contraceptives half
of the time, or less during intercourse; P = history of
pregnancy.
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found that C 's conf i de to a significantly greater degree
than N ' s.

It c a n be inferred that an increased use of a

confidant result s in inc re ased use of contraceptives.

One

hundred percent of the C's reported confiding in their
boyfriends (see Table 6) at a mean usage rate of 3.69 (3
occasionally on the Ques tionnai r e}.

=

The frequent use of a

boyfriend as a confida nt , concerning sex and birth
control, would particularly i nfluence the frequency of
contraception in sexually a ct ive females, since male birth
control is one of the mo s t readily available
contraceptives (e . g ., n o n - prescription and discreetly
carried} for unpremeditated sex ual intercourse.
The significantly greate r t endency of C's to confide
when compared with V ' s , t (3 7 )

= 2.79, p < .05, may be due

in part to the lack of the V's immediate "need" to ask
questions relating to s ex or birth control.

All but one

of the V ' s reported having ma de a conscious decision to
avoid sexual interc our se on at least one occasion.

It

might also be a resu l t o f inhibition that may extend to
sexual expressivenes s.

V's most likely confidants were

peers ( 93% ), a t a mean us a ge rate of 3.5 (3
ally ).

= occasion-

They were the least likely of all sexual

experie n ce groups t o confide in their boyfriend (68%, mean
u sage rate of 3.06; compared to N's at 96%, mean usage
rat e of 3.88; C's at 100%, mean usage rate of 4.06; and

-
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97

49
44
93
68

Homemaker

College Graduate

Peer Female

Boyfriend

100
100

96

54

88

93

43

50

46

46
62

65

-

Total
(N = 113 )

69

85

31

46

35

46

-

(n = 1 3 )

p

*V = virg~n; C = sexually active and using
contraceptives more than half of the time during intercourse; N = sexually active and using contraceptives half
of the time or less during intercourse; P = history of
pregnancy.

100

51

51

49

Working Woman

60

78

(n = 2 6)

(n = 33 )
-

N

c

Mother

-

Sexual Expe rience * v
(n = 41)

PERCENTAGE OF SPECIFIC CONFIDANT UTILIZATION

TABLE 6

~
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P ' s at 1 00 %, me a n usage ra t e of 4.77).

They were also the

sexual experience g r oup most likely to confide in their
mothers (78% at a me a n usage rate of 3.5; as compared to
N's at 46%, mean us a g e rate of 2.6; C's at 60%, mean usage
rate of 3.3' and P 's at 6 9% , mean usage rate of 3.67).
P's were also s igni fi cant l y more likely to confide
than were V's, t(52)

=

2.38, p

< .01.

When comparing the

mean scores of confidant characteristics between sex
role/sexual experience s u bgr oups (see Table 7), the
androgynous P ' s repo r t ed the greatest number of
characteristics (the one mascu l ine score of 10 was not
computed).

Therefore a ndr ogynous females using

contraceptives are more l i kely t o have had input from a
variety of people .

Such a b r oad base of information and

opinions would increase h e r ch ances for endorsement of
contraception and/or sexu a l activity.

This difference is

attributed to the n e cessary intervention of others as
experienced by P 's dur i ng pregnancy.

With her sexual

activity an undi s p u ted fa ct, it may become easier to
openly discuss s ex a n d birth control.

The increased

exposure to he l pi n g p r o f essionals such as gynecologists,
socia l workers, counselors, etc., may enhance the
probabi l i t y t ha t she will seek out information and
o pinions a f te r resolution of the pregnancy.

While the

subj e ct s were specifically asked to respond to the

4.89
4.57

4.92

Androgynous

Undifferentiated

Sexual
Experience

5.48

3.0

4.31

3.0

3.85

4.67

4.92

N

6.23

4.5

8.2 5

5.0

5.67

p

3.82

5.70

5.12

5.16

Sex Role M' s

*V = virgin; C = sexually active and using
contraceptives more than half of the time during intercourse; N = sexuallyactive and using contraceptives half
of the time, or less during intercourse; P = history of
pregnancy.

M's

10.0

3.0

Masculine
6.46

5 .0

5.27

c

Feminine

v

MEAN CONFIDANT CHARACTERISTICS BY SEX ROLE
AND SEXUAL EXPERIENCE*

TABLE 7
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confidant questions "in terms to what was true for you
prior to pregnancy," it is possible that the stipulation
was overlooked and an overall tendency to confide was
reported.

The questionnaire instructions also asked that

subjects "circle the letter to the answer that most
applies to you," but only 7 of the 13 P's exactly followed
the instructions.
P's were slightly more likely to confide than were
C's, but not to a significant level.

In fact they

displayed the least difference of all the groups t(44) =
.51,

£ >

.05.

Although the reverse had been hypothesized,

the probable intervening variables in the P's lives would
account for their similarity.
As noted in regards to sex role as a factor, the
ideal study would be longitudinal and prior to the onset
of sexual activity.

It would then be possible to

empirically determine if "low-confiders" became pregnant,
or if pregnancy created "high-confiders."

~he

same

determination could be made for contraceptive users.
Religious affiliations were examined as a matter of
interest (see Table 8).

Catholics had the second highest

rate of contraception (32%), with the females endorsing no
religion having the highest (50%), and Protestant females
being third (25%).

Catholics also had the highest

percentage of feminine virgins (24%), with Protestants

6

25 39

4

2

6

1 2

4

0

9 14

'

16 25 14 22

1

9

n

-

N

'
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6

2

9 14

1

4

1

3 5

n
-

p

'

1

2 5

7

15 37 13 32

3

2

7

3

5 12

2

9 22

2

7

2 5

%

0

-

n

1 2
1

6

'
3 7

-

n

N

6 15

'

c

10 24

n
-

v

21 33

4

32 50

n

-

SEX ROLE
'IDTAIB

n

-

4 10

1 13

4 50

3 37

**Percentage of religious affiliation

0

0

2 25
1 13
0

7 17
2

0
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1 13

'
0
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n

1 13

'
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0

3 25
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n

1 13

1

0
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9 22
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0

'
0

n

-

0

'

p

3 7

n

-

N

0

'

c

1 13

7

.-n

v

0

'

TC1l'ALS

S~ROLE

Non-Affiliated
(n_ = a)

22 54

1

3

p

Cat ho lic
(n • 41)

*V = virgin; C = sexually active and using contraceptives more than half of the time during
intercourse; N = sexually active and using contraceptives half of the time, or less during
intercourse; P = history of pregnancy.

Totals

Sex Experierx::e

Urrlif ferentiated

6

7 11

Androgynous

2

1

3

2

8 13

12 19

'

%** n
-

Masculine

Feminine

n

-

c

v

Protestant
(n = 64)

RELI GIOUS AFFILIATION BY SEXUAL EXPERIENCE*
AND SEX ROLE

TABLE 8
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close behind {19 %), while none of the nonreligious females
fit that category .

Catholic sanctions against pre-marital

sex and contraceptions an d the continued traditional
position on sex ro l es wo u l d encourage femininity and
virginity .

In fact , 1 0 {25 %) of the Catholic subjects are

in the feminine virgin s ubg roup, which was one of 16
possible subgroups.

This wa s t he largest percentage of

feminine virgins compared to Pr o t estants {18%); and
non - religious (0).

There were eight subjects who

expressed no religious a ffiliation.

The small number

makes it difficult to draw fir m conclusions, but it is
interesting to note that the re were none who had
experienced a pregnancy .
The three racial/ethnic gr oup s were also examined
(see Table 9).

Although there are small groups of

Hispanics (n=7), and blacks (n=7), it is worth mentioning
that there were no Hispanic s in the C group or masculine
groups, while their large st concentrations were in the V
group (43%) and feminine sex role group (71%).
Hispanic P ' s were als o Cath olic and feminine.

The two
Blacks had

their largest concentration in the C group and their
smallest showing in the r N and V groups (both 14%).
Whites were mo re even ly distributed among groups, although
their pregn a n t P gr oup was their smallest (and the
sma ll est p g r oup of the three racial/ethnic groups) at 9%.

n
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p

37 38
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N
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1 14
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0
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0
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0
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**Percentage of Racial/Ethnic Group
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'
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Hispanics
(~ = 7)

4 57

p

0

n

7)

0
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2 29

' -'

c

(~

Blacks

*V c virgin: C = sexually active and using contraceptives more than half of the time during
intercourse: N = sexually active and using contraceptives half of the time, or less during
intercourse; P = history of pregnancy.

Totals

Sex Experience

4

4

4

4

6

6

Orrlifferentiated

0

30 30

4 4

5 5

12 12

9

9

Arrlrogynous

0

8

8

1

3

1 1

3

3

Masculine

1

3

19 19 13 13 11 11
3

'

1 14

-n

v

46 46

-n '

SEX ROlE
'IUI'AI.S

5

n
' -' -'

c

Feminine

n

- ,.fl -n

v

Whites
(n =. 99)

RAC IAL AND ETHNIC DISTRIBUTION BY
SEXUAL EXPERIENCE AND SEX ROLE

TABLE 9
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Whites also had the largest percentage of androgynous
females

(30%) when compared to Hispanics (12%) and blacks

(28%).
The educational goals of all the subjects were looked
at from the vantage points of sexual behavior and sex
roles (see Table 10).

Sixty-three percent of the

andorgynous females intend to finish a Bachelor's degree,
which is a realistic goal for a community college
student.

Thirty-five percent designated undifferentiated

report intentions to complete an Master's degree.

This

may be viewed as attempting to overcompensate for feelings
of inadequacy that are associated with undifferentiated
individuals.
Overcompensation may also explain why 46% of P
subjects stated a Master's degree as a goal.

Failure to

avoid pregnancy may have increased the P's determination
to succeed in the academic setting.

The 65% noted for N's

pursuing a Bachelor's degree may be another . facet of the
naivete' that allows a female to risk pregnancy.
The findings that androgynous females were more
likely to be sexually active than not sexually active
corresponds with Diebel's (1980) findings that androgynous
females tend to engage in sexual activity at early ages
and have a positive outlook on sexuality.

This positive

outlook may further encourage androgynous females to use

High School

(~=l)

0

52

44
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and Doctorate Degree

17

18

24

3

4
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15
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1

0

0
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*V = virgin; C = sexually active and using contraceptives more than half of the time during
intercourse; N = sexually active and using contraceptives half of the time, or less during
intercourse; P = history of pregnancy.

Note.
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0
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contraceptive s and therefore enjoy sex as an activity not
necessarily r esult i ng i n procreation.
Summary
This study began as an effort to examine sex roles
and confidant uti l iz ation as variables in adolescent
sexual experience , e specially pregnancy.

While a

population of 15- and 16-y ear-olds had originally been
targeted, lack of cooperat ion from local school
administrators necessitated a change in venue.

With the

help of community co ll e ge officials and instructors, 113
female college students were identified as qualified
subjects.

The sample wa s d ivided into four groups

according to sexual behavio r

(vi r gin,"V"; sexually active

and using contraceptives , "C"; sexually active and not
using contraceptive , "N"; and having experienced
pregnancy , " P ").

The sample was further grouped regarding

sex role identifica t i on (feminine, masculine, androgynous,
and undifferentiated).
When compared f o r sex role as an influencing factor
or deterrent t o pregnancy, no conclusions could be drawn
fro m the data .

The presence of a confidant, however was

fo und t o be significantly associated with contraception.
The re lative ly high utilization of confidants by P
s ubj e c t s, however, was viewed as having occurred after
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pregnancy, there fo re e x plainin g the gap between N's and
P's is their conf i d an te usage.
A positive assoc ia tion b etween androgyny and
contraception was noted.

In particular 100% of the

andorgynous females were confiding in their boyfriends
about sex and birth control.

Androgyny was also more

frequently related to sexual act i v i ty, with 73% of the
androgynous females being sexually active.

Realistic

academic goal setting ( 63% purs ui n g Bachelor's degree) was
also observed for androgyn o u s s u bjects.
r

Conclusions and Implications
It would seem difficult t o di r ectly relate femininity
to adolescent pregnancy, espe c i a l ly when sampling a
population that has in large part already experienced
sexual intercourse, and pos sibly contraception or
pregnancy.

Longitudinal s tudi es are recommended and a

lower age limit of 14 is s uggested to increase the
probability that sex role i d entification has occurred
(Hyde & Phillis , 1979 ).

I t may be necessary to make 15

the upper age limit t o l e ss e n the possibilities that the
females have a l ready been involved in potential or actual
sexual situ ati ons.

Un f ortunately, the reluctance of

schoo l offici als to allow researchers access to students
makes it dif ficult to achieve a heterogeneous sample.
is hoped tha t this reluctance is regional in nature and

It
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tha

more receptive regions will enable such research to

be conducted.

Otherwise, Brown's (1983) prediction of

"four in ten" 14-year-olds becoming pregnant during their
adolescence is unlikely to be disproven, and may even
become too conservative an estimate.
Th e association of confidants and contraception
should not come as a surprise to those in professional
capaci ies who work with young women.

Youth is a time for

incorpora ing and rejecting standards and behaviors.
Young women who have access to a variety of informed
confidants are going to be better equiped to make
responsible decisions in regards to sexual activity and
contracep ion .
prior

The

ransfer of information needs to begin

o sexual ac i vi ty and, not after a pregnancy has

occurred (as inferred by the findings).

While the media

have done its share to promote sexual activity, and the
schools have made a small effort to explain the mechanics
of reproduction , it is left to caring, responsible people
to provide a listening ear, emotional support, and
effect ive lifestyle models.

APPENDIX A
INFORMATION AND CONSENT FORM

,

l Nr ORMA 1 lON

Your con$ent is requested to enable you to participate in a
study de jgned to jdenlify differences amon g young women of varying degrees of sexual experience. College freshmen aged 18 and 19
are being asked to participate in the study. The study is not
being conducted by. or for, your school; it is merely allowing
access to its students. The principal researcher is Sabina
Coronado, who is conducting the s tu dy in partial fulfillment for
a Master of Science Degree in Clinical Psychology, under the
supervision of Burton 1. Blau, Ph.D., at the University of Central ·
rlorida. Any questions or comments concerning the study should
be directed to Dr. Blau at the University of Central Florida.
You 111 be asked to co mp lete two questionnaires concerning
sexual attitudes end behavior, as well as other pertinent demographic information. No names will be associated with the data,
and individual test results will not be made available to anyone
other than the researcher. Telephone numbers will be temporarily
attached to the questionnaires to allow not if ication of a second
phase of the study. A group of subjects will be selected at
random to test the reliability of one of the questionnaires. At
the completion of the second phase, all telephone numbers will be
discarded. Participation in the stud y is entirely voluntary and
may be terminated by you at any time without repercussion.
You ill not receive individual feedback on your participetion t and you are requested to respect other subjects' privacy.
A copy of the final report will be available in the UCF library,
end a sum ary of the research conclusions will be provided to the
pa ticipating school .
CONSENT
I ,

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

, consent to participate in the

study described above.
Participant's Signature

Date

Telephone Number et which. you can be reached after 6 PM
(This number will be discarded once notification of second phase
has been accomplished.)

APPENDIX B
ORIENTATION

,

ORIENTATION
The Questionnaire you have received is composed of ltems
which are of a personal nature, but which ere crucial to the
success of the study In which you play a vital part.

It Is requested

that you be open and honest In your responses; confident In the
knowledge that your responses wl11 not be traced to you.

Please

answer ell of the questions to the best of your ability, and
according to the specific Instructions.
The Bern Sex Role Inventory, which has also been handed out with
the Questionnaire, has its own set of instructions.

Please read

these Instructions carefully before responding to the Items to
insure that your answer most accurately reflects your true feelings.
In addition, if you have previously been married, please write the
initials PM on the top right-hand corner of the first page of the
Questionnaire; If you are currently married, write the initials CH
at the top right-hand corner of the first page of the Questionnaire.
Within the week, some of you will be contacted to participate
In an additional phase of the study.

You will be briefly Informed

by telephone of the date, time, and place.
Your participation In this study is greatly appreciated.

RE-TAKE ORIENTATION
(read first paragraph and last line of initial orientation)

APPENDIX C
QUESTIONNAIRE

WllESllONNAJRE
ar t

Date o

irth- - - - -

Race - - - - - - Relig)on

~------- ·

Ed uca tion (years completed)

- - - - Number of parents in home
Approximate combined (mother and father's) annual income

-----

Part 11
Circle the letter to the answer that most applies to you.
1.

1 have had a total of
sexual involvement).
a.
zero
c. two
b.
one
d. three

boyfriend(s) (with or without
e.

four or more

2.

I have been in a situation that could have resulted in
sexual intercourse,
times.
a. zero
c.two-e. four or more
b. one
d.three

3.

I have made the co nscious decision not to engage in sexual
intercourse on
ocassion(s).
a.
zero
c. two
e. four or more
b. one
d. three

4.

I

time(s).
have e xperienc ed sexual intercourse
e. four or more
c. two
zero
d. three
b. one
a.

5.

have experienced sexual intercourse with
e. fo ur or more
two
c.
zero
three
d.
b. one

I

boy(s).

a.

6.

I have bee n protected by birth control (e.g., condoms, diaphrag , spermicidal foam/jelly, l.U.D., "The Pill," "The
Sponge") __________
a.
never
b. less than half of the time I have had intercourse.
c.
about half of the time I have had intercourse.
d. almost every time I have had intercourse.
e. every time I have had intercourse.

7.

I have been pregnant _ _ time(s).
a. zero
c. two
e. four or more
b. one
d. three

8.

I have had

a.
b.
9.

10.

zero
one

I have had
zero
one

a.
b.

abortion( s).
c. two
e.
d.
three

four or more

miscarriage(s).
two
e.
d. three

four or more

~~c.

l have carried
babies to term and delivered.
zero
-c-.-two
e.
four or more
one
d. three

a.
b.

1) .

J am c- u r r e n t J y
n.
t>.

7Pro

c.

4-6th

J - 3rd

(not

j

n

t hl'

r>rt>griaril)
-

month of pregnancy.
d.
7-9th
c.
la!:> t

All su jects are asked to answer the following questions, however, if
you have ever been pregnant, please respono ln terms of .what was
true for you prior to pregnancy.
12.

l
talk(ed) to someone I respect about sexual matters
that concern me.
a. never
c. · occasionally e. always
b. almost never
d. almost 9lways

13.

l
discuss(ed) any questions I might have about
birth control with someone I respect.
a. never
c. occasionally e. always
b. almost · never d. almost always

One or more of the following descriptions in items 14-25 may
describe the person(s) in whom you confide(d).

14.

I
confide(d) in my mother about sex and/or birth
control.
a. never
c. occasionally e. always
b. almost never d. almost always

15.

I
confide(d) in a successful working woman about
sex end/or birth control.
a. never
c. occasionally e. always
b. almost never d. almost always

16.

l
confide(d) in a woman who is a homemaker/
house ife about sex and/or birth control.
a. never
c. occasionally ~· always
b. almost never d. almost always

17.

I
confide(d) in a woman who is a college graduate
about sex and/or birth control.
e. never
c. occasionally e. always
b. almost never d. almost always

18.

I
confide(d) in an unwed mother about sex and/or
birth control.
a. never
c. occasionally e. always
b. almost never d. almost always

19.

l
confide(d) in a woman who receives "welfare"
benefits, about sex and/or birth control.
a. never
c. occasionally e. always
b. almost never d. almost always

20.

I
confide(d) in another young woman my own age
(who is slot like myself), about sex and/or birth control.
a. never
c. occasionally e. always
b. almost never d. almost always

21.

I
confide(d) in my boyfriend about sex and/or
birth control.
a. never
c. occasionally e. always
b. almost never d. almost always

22.
sex

a.
b.
23.

l
sex

a.
b.

conf ide(d) in a female school teacher about
and/or birth control.
neve-r
(' .
occasionally e. always
almost never d. almost always
conf ide(d) in a male school teacher about
and/or birth control.
never
c. occasionally e. always
almost never d. almost always

2~.

I
confide(d) in a counselor/therapist about sex
and/or birth control.
a. never
c. occasionally e. always
b. almost never d. almost always

25.

I
confide(d) in my minister/priest about sex
and/or birth control.
a. never ·
c. · occasionally e. always
b. almost never d. almost always

26.

I
confide(d) in someone other than those listed
in this questionnaire.
a. never
c. occasionally e. always
b. almost never d. almost always

26.

I intend to complete~----~- years of schooling.
a. 12
c. l6 (Bachelor's Degree) e. 21 (Doctorate)
b. 14 (Associate)d. 18 (Master's Degree)

APPENDIX D
QUESTIONNAIRE SCORING INSTRUCTIONS

QUESTIONNAIRE SCORING INSTRUCTIONS
Each numbered item (l-20) has five possible responses

lettered a-e, which increase in frequency as the alphabet
The letters will be assigned numerical weights

progresses.

as follows:
8=0

b=l
Cc2

d=)
e=4

During scoring, the numerical equivalent

or

the circled

response letter •111 be annotated to the left of the corresponding

ite~.

A •edian re5ponse ror each item will be determined by
group, .and

co~pared

to the meoian responses of tne

three groups for st tistlcal significance.

oth~l

APPENDIX E
BE~

SEX ROLE INVENTORY

BEM SEX ROLF JNVENlOHV
(Please Print)
Sex:~~~~~~~-Age:~~~~-Occupation~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~----~--~

On the followin& page. you will be ahovn a large number of peraonality character1at1ca.
W£ would like Jou to u&e thoae characteristic• tn order to deacribe youraelf.

That 1•

ve would like 7ou to indicate on a acale froQ l to 7, how true of you these varioua
ch.aracteriatica are.

Please do not leave any characteriatic unmarked.

Esaaple: alJ

!.m! !ill.

Mark a 1 1f :lt h

~OR

Mark a 2 1f it h

USUALLY !QI TRUE that you are ely.

Al.HOST

Mark a 3 i f St 1a SOMETIMES BUT
Mark

a

Kark a

that

INFREQUENTLY~

JOU

are aly.

that you are •lJ.

4 i f it i• OCCASIONALLY TRUE .that you are aly.

s

1f "i t b

~ ~

that you an aly.

Kari. • 6 if 1t ia USUALLY .!fil.!!.
Hark a 7 if it h

are

.i,.

ALWAYS .Q!. Al!IOST ALWAYS TRUE that

Thua, .1f you feel it b
ai.oa~ Dever true

~hat JOU

JOU

are alJ.

aometime1t but infnguently ~.rue that

JOU

are "a~y" • !!!.!!!. !?!.

that you are "aal~. .cioua", alvaya .2!. alW>•t alvax• .!!!:!!.. that Jou are

"irre1pon11bl•" • and of ten !!!:!!, that you are "carefree••• theu

JOU

vou.ld rate theae

cbaracteriatica aa follova:
Sly

Irreapon1ible

_2_

Kalicioua

_1_

(Pl.EASE COMPLETE OTHER StnE ! )

Carefree

____7~

~

0£.SCRIBE YOURSELF

:z
N~vcr

or

ala o 1t
crue

U1\U 111

D~V&f

aot

true

4

)
Soa~ti1ne1

but Occa11onall)'

infrequently

true

s
Of ten
true

7

6
U1ually
true

Alvay1 or
allk>1t alwayr

true

cr~e

Self reliant

k~liabh

Wara

Yhldina _ __

Analyt.1cal _ __

Sol . .n

Hdpful - - -

Syapathtt1c ____

WUlina to tab
a atand

Dc!coa1

Jaalou•

CMn

bcl1eh

Ct..arful

ll.a1 ltaderahip
ab111tit•

PriandlJ _

Mood'! - -

Sen1itive to the

Auraulva_

Deeda of other•

Gu.111ble
Shy _ _

Truthful
lnefficiant

~1-uti.oiua

Willina ~o t&U
ri•k•

AthlMlc

Und1r1tan.dina _____

A.eta U

a 1....slT -

Secretive

M&ptabl• ~

Ka u

bdivi.du.aU.atic _

deciaiou

... u, --C.O.p-aa11onata _

Dou not

uH

Mrth

l&nauaa• _

fl.au 1..able

Sincere

Duy•t-.tlc _

S.lf-al.lfficiect

eo.p.tith• -

l.a1ar to aoott..
hurt faal1q• _

LoYaa cbilclna:a

a&ppy

I tr oc.& pet .ou.1 J t"J _

l.i0'7&l -

~

Tactful

0-, nd 1c tab la

Aabitiou•
forceful

l)oaio.ant

Cent le
Soft •poken _____
U\.uble
~•culine

Coavantional _ __

APPENDIX F
BE .. 1. SEX ROLE INVENTORY SCORING INSTRUCTIONS

SCORI NG

T~E

BSRI

Th e ite:m a r e a r ra nge d in the f o lloc.1ing order, 1oin& down the column1: aaac ul 1ne , femi ni ne, s o cia l desi r ability; aasculina, f~1n1ne, aocial
de11ra b il i ty , etc .
f o·r tht Ma• culinity (in •trumen tality) acore:
1. To ta l the point• a aianed to every third itsm, beainning with l l
( ' •e l f-re lia nt ").

2.

fo r ax&ltlp l e, aasculine it mu are:
in d ~ pe> drnt, ath l etic, etc.
Di v .i de the t:o t al by 20 .

aelf-raliant, defend• ovn beliafa,

or tM Pn..tninity (e.xpraaaivaneu ) aco r e :
1. To ta l th• poin t1 a& i &ned to every third it . . , ba&innin.g with 12
( .yie l d1.na 0 ) .
'
2. For a:x&.111ple, feminine itema are: yieldin,a, cheerful, •by, affection.ate,
etc .
J . D·1vide the total by 20 .
t • . 1n ina aa.x-rola :

1.
2.

l.

or the Masculinity acore, acore1 of 5.00 or hi&h•r • bi&h aa.aculinicy;
b l ow 5'.00 • lqw aa 1 c u l1 n 1t ~.
or th• 1-1nin ic y ac o re , •cores of 4.90 or hi&h•T • h1&h t•1.n1nity;
b lCJlllll 4 . 90 • low f ml in1 n1ty.

So -rol e1:
A.ndro fYUO\a • h1 h aaaculinity and hi&h t ..1nin1ty
Mu c ulin• • hi&h
s culini ty and low fU\inin ity
l -.1.n i ne • low auculin i y a n d hi&h f•dni.nity
Undifh.rant ia t ad • low aaaculinity a nd low fea1nintty
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